
 
Reading Links for phonics learning. 
 

Dear Parent/Carer 

 

Please find links to a Read Write Inc. video to support your child’s reading over Summer break. Watch 1 

video a day. These are Set 2 of ‘best friends’ digraphs (2 letters 1 sound) and trigraphs (3 letters 1 sound) 

to learn. These sounds take a little longer to grasp so you may want to watch the videos more than once. 

These links will expire on the 12th September. 

 

Lesson Video Link 

1- ay (play) Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7YGmYZgt/HQWJPwNQ 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/vkAgwxid/nAgtz8tm 

 

 

2- ee (see) Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/rIGXMIAi/OrFK64Mi 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jY8tmPd9/PU3R6v6i 

 

3- igh 

(high) 

Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/CnOg4keR/CjXTDc0n 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/yBGj43d8/rqPpoBwK 

 

 

4- ow 

(snow) 

Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/AfhkUeb0/jmMmrzs5 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/5nc8SCUk/cSdDLQWJ 
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5- oo (zoo) Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/pTH5baac/TRmhE5cU 

 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/VRXe3Q46/UdLdgPHs 

 

6- oo 

(book) 

Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/gKIPH73C/BTyVYodo 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/FWH6IKoU/DE1IbALH 

 

7- ar (car) Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/u8D40H9O/mbYYx2Gj 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/cLbzMrY3/UmYQtc15 

 

8- or (for) Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Gp0Olo6i/Rkms3Vtv 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Ylfohvry/zKbNtSOV 

 

 

9- air 

(chair) 

Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/VwDrL1kt/O8k6xXZs 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/FpWYgHWc/ElobWgRQ 

 

10- ir (bird) Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7BJzZyXI/BEKu3sIM 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/5dOUBH9U/apxsKreO 
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11- ou 

(shout) 

Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/MRXze4ns/uQ5KhWss 

 

Spelling- children to watch the video and write the words she is saying in their book. Check 

their spelling with the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/cL3NtgZi/brhFL0km 

 

 

12 – oy 

(boy) 

Watch speed sound lesson 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/HykUcOZI/6YLUxA7I 

 

Spelling- watch the video and write the words she is saying on paper. Check their spelling with 

the video. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/A0tVRHev/NS2LMyXD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Website for books:                              Select ebooks 

 

www.oxford.co.uk 

 

Log-in details: 

 

Username: hgphonics 

Password: Heronsgate23           
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